
 

Spelling, 
Punctuation 
and 
Grammar 

15 minutes on Spelling Frame every day. A new test will be published each Friday and I will be checking the leaderboard and test 
results to see who is practising.  
 
Mrs Reeves will also release a SPaG Mystery Clue and/or a SPaG ‘Who Am I?’ on the Google Classroom each Friday where you can 
share your ideas in the comments.  
 
Work your way through the rest of the CGP books. Use the study guide to help you if you get stuck. 

Reading  20 minutes of reading every day - try to read to an adult or someone in your household and discuss what you have read with them.  
 
Then complete an activity from the ‘Reading Activities’ document (see previous weeks). Try to select a different activity from each 
column each day. This can be repeated for all books read during this period. 
 
Take part in the Norfolk Libraries May Reading Challenge (info on Google Classroom). Parents can also join the All Ages Ebook 
Reading Group on Facebook on behalf of children. This month's book is ‘Cogheart’ by Peter Bunzl which can be downloaded for free 
from the ebook library or the Libby app. 

Writing  This week we return to thinking about Magical Doors as we plan a portal story. Use the presentation on Google Classroom to guide 
you through developing ideas and planning the story (we will write it next week). 
 
Keep a diary of your daily life during this period. 

Maths  Fluent in Five - challenge yourself to complete in 5 minutes, this will help you with your mathematical fluency and recall. I will also 
upload a weekly set of Rapid Reasoning challenges which you can aim to complete in 5 minutes. 

White Rose Maths - There is a slight change here, whilst the videos will still be available the worksheets to go with them will be 
uploaded to Google Classroom. The school has paid for Premium access for teachers in order to allow us to share these with you, 
therefore please don’t worry about paying for Premium access yourself. 

For further maths challenges please visit: Home Learning, Y5 & Y6 or try a previous White Rose Maths Problem of the Day  
 
Times Tables Rockstars - aim for 15 minutes a day CHALLENGE: Year 5 vs Year 6 Battle  

Science  This week we are continuing to think about evolution and adaptation and what happens when animals can’t adapt to their 
environment. Have a look at the presentation on Google Classroom and try out the activities. 

RE  Last week we learnt about how the Holy Spirit came upon the disciples and transformed them. Jesus was not only with them, he was 
in them and working through them. Read Acts 3:1-10 (if you don’t have a bible a copy is uploaded on to Google Classroom). Retell 
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what happens, this could be through drama, drawing or writing. Why do you think Peter was able to work this miracle? 
 
Extra: Find out more about the life of Peter, the other miracles he worked and his escape from prison. How might these stories help 
you or other people today? 

Topic  Learn about the Viking raid of Norwich in 1004 - all the information will be posted on Google Classroom.  

Computing  Stop motion animation is used to make moving animated scenes. A model is moved slightly in each scene and a photo will be taken. 
These slightly different photos will all be put together to make a moving picture. Have a go at making your own stop motion 
animation using this website: Stop Frame Animator | CultureStreet 
Drag the mannequin’s body parts to move it. You can choose your setting and props. What will your animation be about? 
Remember to take a picture after every movement!  

Spanish  You will be learning to understand language presented in sentences, some of which is unfamiliar.  Work through the powerpoint and 
listen to passages of 15 - 25 words.  Identify the main points in each passage to identify the festival. 

Music  Can you still remember the body percussion piece you created? If you can’t, don’t worry you can make up a new one! Think about 
how you could write your piece down. What symbols could you use e.g. to show a stomp or a clap? How will you show if some notes 
are longer or which parts are faster? Write down your piece of music and try teaching it to someone using your notation (symbols). 

Art  Draw some shapes and use shading to make them look 3D e.g. turning a circle into a sphere. This video is a good example. Then you 
might like to observe and draw a household object e.g. a can of beans - make sure the shadows are consistent with where the light 
is coming from and use shading to make it look 3D. 

PE  Contribute some keepy-uppies to a good cause. A ten year old called Imogen is aiming to do 7.1 million keepy-uppies and is 
currently averaging 2000 a day. Her PB is 63 in a row without dropping the ball, but she adds them all together to reach her daily 
target. How many can you do in a row? How many can you do in a day? Find out more about Imogen and how you can help her 
reach her target here. 
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